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Our Water Project-

Our water project started with a comment from one of my students, “You know, snow is water!”
I inquired further.
“Where does the water go?”

An
Emergent
Project

Our water project started with
a comment from one of my students,
“You know, snow is water!”
I inquired further.
“Where does the water go?”
Ryan- “Into the ground”
“What happens after that?”
Ryan- “The grass drinks the water.”
“How does it drink the water?”
Ryan-“ It sucks it up”

“I wonder how it sucks up the water?”
Then our discussion continued.
Isabella- “We drink water”
How do we get water?”
Isabella-“From our house”
How does water get into our house?
Jake- “Pipes”

In our inquiry based classroom we start the year building a

community of learners where children feel safe to express their thoughts
and that we all contribute to the discussions. When children feel safe they
take risks in the learning and know that their theories will be accepted and
treated with dignity. Children respect each other and feel like responsible
contributors to our classroom community.

The teachers role is to listen, encourage, guide, support,
provoke, wonder, document, inquire, expand thoughts, promote
sequential thinking and allow the time for the process to
develop.
Teachers bring their knowledge of competencies and skills appropriate for
the developmental levels of the children. They use their analytical ability to
notice where the children might be interested in going and how to help them
expand and go deeper with their learning.
This is how our Water project progressed…

Af ter

the initial inquiry into water, there was more discussion

and some students were asking what pipes were. I asked my students
and they said they were round and you find them under your sink. I then
asked the students if we should do some research to find out more about

pipes. They agreed that through research we could find the answers. I
asked them where we could look and the students replied
“Smartboard because it is Smart”
I asked them how I will find the information.
“Just type in pipes”
The children were amazed at all the images we found. The pipes
were so large they were taller than people and they were deep in the
ground. More discussion continued. Our discussions were essential for
theory building, the students were inquiring, researching and investigating.
To deepen their understandings of water and how water travels I
decided to bring in a provocation to see if they would use their prior
knowledge about pipes and apply it into a new context.

Throughout the process, we had been talking about what plants need to grow
and how this works. The first provocation that I brought in was a flower bulb. We
talked about what it was and what it needs to grow.

Some children theorized:
“It’s an onion”
“It’s a nut”
“It’s a seed”

We did some research and looked at what seeds/bulbs/plants need to grow. These
specific bulbs just need water and sunlight. The students counted out glass beads to go
into the bottom of the containers and then they filled them with water.

Then we made predictions, observations and developed theories. How
do the plants drink up the water? What will happen? How is the flower going to
grow? How is the bulb going to drink up the water?

Some of their theories were.
“Roots”
“Straws”
“Pipes”

Then as the days progressed the children continued to make observations.
The bulbs were starting to open up and roots were developing on the bottom. I
asked why the roots are on the bottom? What are they doing? Why is the plant

going up? Why does one bulb have more roots that the other? The children are

inquiring, observing, investigating, researching and making sense of their
world. The children are engaged and active participants in their
learning journey.!
Children are naturally curious and love to learn about nature and how
things work. “Science is an active exploration where children are theory
building, science for young children should involve asking questions,
probing for answers, conducting investigations, and collecting data.
Science, rather than being viewed as the memorization of facts, becomes
a way of thinking and trying to understand the world. This approach
allows children to become engaged in the investigative nature of science
(Kilmer & Hofman, 1995; Lind, 1999) and to experience the joy of having
wonderful ideas (Duckworth, 1987).”

